Message from the MDM 2016 Keynote Co-Chairs

MDM 2016 will feature three exciting keynotes. As in past years, the keynote speakers will share their insights gained from years of research on mobile data management and communication. Cecilia Mascolo will describe lessons learned from a real-world deployment of mobile sensing applications. Susana Sarento will report on experiences from a smart city scenario. Rajesh Balan, who founded the Live Labs in Singapore, will talk about a number of real-world mobile application deployments that have been created and deployed in his lab.

The following three keynotes are on the conference program:

1. Developing and Deploying Mobile Sensing Applications in the Wild
   Presented by Cecilia Mascolo, University of Cambridge, UK

2. How to Turn Data into a Smart Solution: Smart Cities Use Case
   Presented by Susana Sargento, University of Aveiro, Portugal

3. LiveLabs: Building Real-World Testbeds for Mobile Sensing, Analytics, and Intervention Experiments
   Presented by Rajesh Balan, Singapore Management University, Singapore

We sincerely hope that you will find the MDM 2016 Keynotes very interesting and useful and enjoy the discussions!
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